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As an outsider, Alex Rockefeller could review the techniques. It wouldn’t be too difficult to make some 

changes and create a viable inner Chi technique for them. 

 

Alex had not made it clear at first. He had asked directly for the technique because he wanted to test 

Keith Yowell. If Keith weren’t willing to give it to him, it would only be his opportunity to miss. 

 

Very soon, Keith returned with a thin booklet and handed it over to Alex. 

 

Alex flipped through it casually, speed-reading through it. 

 

After a minute, he closed the booklet and shook his head. 

 

“Mr. Yowell, if I’m not mistaken, this technique isn’t complete. Did someone add the final part to it 

afterward? Clearly, there are two different paths included. That explains why it had such negative side 

effects on those who practiced it,” Alex said. 

 

Keith’s eyes lit up. “Mr. Rockefeller, you’re completely right. This technique is called Slunce Jauda. It 

went missing at some point, and when we recovered it, a part of it had disappeared. Our ancestors tried 

to make it whole again based on their memory.” 

 

“I understand. I’ll do some research and try to improve it for you guys,” Alex said. 

 

Keith seemed shocked, repeatedly thanking Alex. 

 

Right then, one of the Yowell family’s disciples came in. “Master, someone is waiting outside going by 

the name of Lady Dorothy Assex. She said she’s here to look for her husband.” 



 

Keith frowned. Alex was the most respected guest right now. How could they allow someone to 

interrupt them randomly? 

 

“I don’t care who she is. I don’t know her. Ask her to leave,” Keith said. 

 

“Wait. She’s here to look for me,” Alex said. 

 

“Huh— 

 

“She’s…” 

 

“She’s my wife,” Alex added. 

 

Keith’s eyes bulged wide open. It seemed Mr. Rockefeller was already married. He couldn’t help but 

glare at James Coney. It was funny how the old man was so eager to make Alex his son-in-law. Didn’t 

James try to find out if Alex was married before? 

 

Wait a second… it appeared the old man wanted his granddaughter to seduce a married man! 

 

“Hurry up and bring Mrs. Rockefeller inside. We must treat her with respect! Do you understand?” Keith 

quickly said. 

 

“It’s okay. I’m almost done here, and I should be leaving. Goodbye, Mr. Yowell.” Alex then stood up. 

 

“Mr. Yowell, my granddaughter, and I will be leaving as well.” James stood up too. 

 



With Yowell family’s grand escort, the trio began walking out of the house. 

 

Lady Dorothy seemed very panicky. 

 

She was very worried. 

 

The Yowell family of California was a much more powerful entity compared to her. They could easily 

gather countless people to attack the Assex family. Alex was definitely not about to have an easy time 

with the Yowells. In fact, when Lady Dorothy had returned to the bank, she had found out that Alex had 

even gotten into trouble with Michelle Yowell, the family’s spoiled princess. When she heard that Alex 

went with Michelle to Yowell’s family’s house, she nearly passed out. 

 

‘It’ll be fine. Nothing will go wrong. Please don’t let anything happen to him!’ Lady Dorothy repeated in 

her mind. 

 

After that, she saw a group of people walking out of the front door. 

 

Alex stood in the center, and he seemed completely unharmed. 

 

Lady Dorothy instantly sighed in relief. 

 

However, in the next second, she saw the beautiful and elegant lady wearing a white robe next to Alex—

it was Dr. Cheryl and James Coney, who frequently appeared on television. Lady Dorothy’s heart was 

thumping in her chest. 

 

A strong wave of insecurity immediately surfaced from the depths of her heart. 

 

“Honey!” Lady Dorothy called out softly. 



 

Alex was stunned. She called him so gently, and her tone was filled with love. Oh, how pleasant it 

sounded! 

 

Alex, however, had not noticed that Lady Dorothy was actually locking eyes with Dr. Cheryl. Despite 

being four meters apart, it was as if a strong electric current traveled back and forth between the two 

women. 


